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Get the ultimate guide to the PraxisÃ‚Â® Core Academic Skills for Educators, complete with

practice tests The PraxisÃ‚Â® Core Academic Skills for Educators test has replaced the Praxis

(PPST) as the pre-certification exam for educators, and plenty has changed. The new exam still

tests competency in reading, writing, and mathematics, but the bar has been raised and the focus is

more on critical thinking to provide states and agencies better candidate qualification indicators. The

new test is aligned with the College and Career Readiness Standards and the Common Core State

Standards, with expanded testing that more accurately reflects the nation's changing educational

standards. PraxisÃ‚Â® For Dummies, with online practice tests is the ultimate study guide for the

exam. As an educator, you know how thorough preparation can effect performance, and this is one

exam that requires your very best. The book contains a detailed overview so you know what to

expect on test day, and three full-length practice exams that allow you to work out the kinks in

advance. Completely geared toward the new test,Ã‚Â PraxisÃ‚Â® Core For Dummies, with online

practice tests features the most updated information on the market.  Learn which topics you know

well by answering hundreds of test questions Understand how to prepare for the required essays

Hone your test-taking skills with strategies that will help you ace the exam  The book also includes

access to practice tests online as well as detailed answer explanations that helps you discover your

weak areas in time to improve them. While outdated study guides are sure to leave you

unprepared,Ã‚Â PraxisÃ‚Â® Core For Dummies, with online practice tests is your ultimate study

guide to one of the most important tests you'll ever take.
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Learn:  Which topics you know well by answering hundreds of test questions How to prepare for the

required essays Test-taking strategies that will help you ace the exam  Sharpen your math, reading,

and writing skills to ace the Praxis Core As a future educator, you know how thorough preparation

can affect performance, and the PraxisÃ‚Â® Core Academic Skills for Educators exam requires

your very best. Praxis Core For Dummies features the most updated information on the market, a

detailed overview so you know what to expect on test day, and five full-length practice exams that

allow you to work out the kinks in advance.  Preview the Praxis Ã¢â‚¬â€• get familiar with the Praxis,

develop a strategy for preparing in advance, and try out some practice questions You can count on

it Ã¢â‚¬â€• master math concepts with reviews of numbers and quantities, algebra, geometry, and

probability and statistics Read between the lines Ã¢â‚¬â€• refine your reading comprehension skills

and get helpful test-taking strategies Get the write stuff Ã¢â‚¬â€• discover indispensable tips on

grasping grammar, crafting an essay, and identifying errors in multiple choice items Practice makes

perfect Ã¢â‚¬â€• take five full-length practice tests: find two Praxis exams in the book and three

additional exams online (complete with answers and explanations for each question)  Open the

book and find:  How to register for the test Details about solving all sorts of math problems Practice

prompts for the essay questions Practice questions to help you determine your strengths and

weaknesses Strategies for tackling the different question types Two full-length practice exams Ten

common math errors you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t want to make Mistakes to avoid on the Praxis reading and

writing tests

Carla Kirkland, founder and CEO of the Kirkland Group, an educational consulting firm, has helped

educators prepare their students for standardized tests for more than 20 years. Chan Cleveland,

executive vice president of the Kirkland Group, is an English educator who has developed language

arts resources for multiple school districts and serves as an educational consultant.

I don't usually do reviews , but it was important to me to do this one. When I was looking for a book

for the Praxis I saw so many books with such bad reviews, but I still settled for this one. Now, I'm

not the smartest cookie in the jar , but I was super determined to pass this test, and this book did



the job PERFECTLY. Today I took my test (reading 5712), and I got a 180 out of 200!!! Please trust

this review and try this book. I did this for people like me, who want to pass the test, have the

determination but are not super smart. I also bought the Kaplan Praxis 11th edition (this is a little old

but it offered a good balance). Both books provided a total of four practice test. I also bought a book

called REA Praxis Core. mostly because i wanted some more practice test. This book was

AWFUL!!! the writing was simple and it didnt provide much strategies, but the test were challenging

enough that they opened up my thinking.Therefore, I would still recommend it, but only for the test.

You get three practice test. So collectively you will be beyond prepared. Determination is still

important though. Best wishes and success

This book really does help study for the test. My previous degree is social work and I now have

decided to go into education and of course was required to take a praxis exam. I scheduled the

exam and only had 5 days to prepare. I ordered this book 3 days prior to exam and was able to

pass 2 out of 3 test, which I was pleased with.

great book-I only needed the math part and was happy with the way it covered getting ready for the

test to explaining math concept from number concepts to statistics. It also comes with an access

code to go online and take some tests.

I used this to study for the Praxis Core, obviously. I passed the Writing and Reading on the first try

with near perfect scores, though I did not study it with this book at all, I just have a natural aptitude

for those subjects. However, I studied with this book and the online program from July to January

and it took me 4 tries to finally pass. It is somewhat up to the test you receive that day and

somewhat up to your aptitude toward math. Studying with this book will help you to relearn the

basics, memorize formulas, and test your comprehension.

I had to get ready for the Praxis with not a lot of time and this book had the best reviews on  so I got

it. I only studied for like a month and a half and passed the exam in one try. Although I opted to take

the exam in parts---not big on taking 5 hour exams. Sure this book had a few mistakes that I found

but overall, it did what I wanted. The practice tests are very helpful! I'm not good at taking these type

of tests so I was sure I'd fail and would have to take the some of the parts over but I'm grateful I

found this book and that that didn't happen!



Very informative version. This version of the praxis core really gets down to it, and helps me

understand concepts without any difficulties. It's almost like sitting in a junior high and high school

classroom all over again with a really good teacher. This book was also half price on , rather than

buying from Barnes and Noble.

Great book. My sister in law was insulted by the title, which also makes it better.

Read this book front to back and passed the math on my second try. It seriously breaks everything

down and the practice exams help a ton. Just gotta wait on my writing scores to be reported but I'm

sure I did just fine with the help of this book. So if anyone is debating buying this I truly recommend

it.!
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